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Car

Loan

Leisure & disposable
income allowance

4

That means mortgage lenders
can justify higher lending to low
energy properties.

Committed funds for
Funds available to
bills and sets of costs meet loan repayments

Predicting
3 this more
accurately
would allow
mortgage lenders
to better estimate
how much a home
owner would be
able to afford to
repay each month
on their mortgage.

Mortgage

goal is
2 The
to allow a
more reliable and
accurate prediction
of the fuel costs
part of a home
owners monthly
outgoings.

Total Household Income Per Month

LENDERS project
1 The
is undertaking large
scale data research and
analysis to establish if there
is a reliable link between
the energy efficiency
information available
about homes and
the actual fuel
costs that those
homes incur.

Spending Money

The LENDERS project linking home energy performance to mortgages

Monthly Outgoings
Maximum Affordable Mortgage
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Which might lead to house buyers
actively looking for low energy
homes, driving the market
value of low energy homes upwards.

So you can
live in a low
energy home
that has lower
energy bills
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Which will probably drive those selling
homes, building homes or just
improving them, to use the additional
capacity to borrow through fuel savings to
improve their energy performance.
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So you can buy
a low energy
home or borrow
to improve your
own home

The
Virtuous
Circle

Allowing you
to borrow more
money
(for the same
mortgage + energy
total cost)

The LENDERS project is a collaboration of these organisations, who are part funded by Innovate UK on behalf of UK government.

Leaving you
more of your
income after
energy costs

Enabling you
to afford bigger
mortgage
repayments

In turn, this creates
5 a virtuous circle
of borrowing that
both supports energy home
improvement and lends new
borrowers more money if they
buy low energy homes.
Nett monthly costs
for home owners
won’t increase, but
energy efficiency
can improve.

